


Accessories
The di�erence between a good ceiling lift and a great ceiling lift is the accessories. Whether

it is a specialty sling, Vanderclip's or repositioning sheets, these accessories are what
put the power of the motor into action. Here are some of the many choices available from Vancare.

Scale
A traditional digital scale is available for all of the �xed motor ceiling lift models.

It has zero (tare) function and automatic recall of the last weight recorded.

Ambulation
Many injuries to healthcare workers result from ambulation patients who are at risk of falling.

This is especially common in rehab departments. A ceiling lift can be installed as a straight
rail over parallel bars or and an X-Y gantry that gets multiple uses throughout the PT area or complete

a cycle of options.

Slings
Vancare manufactures slings in its state of the art sewing facility. We stake our reputation

on quality because the patient's safety and comfort rely on the sling. Vancare o�ers a variety of styles
and materials to �t everyday needs and specialty cases. Go online to vancare.com to see the full

selection of styles and materials.

Disposable
While most manufactures have chosen to buy their disposables from foreign countries, Vancare manufactures

theirs here in the U.S.A. Why? Quality!  Your patient’s saftey relies on the sling. Vancare refuses to put
pro�tability before safety.
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P300, P440, P600TM

C300, C450, C600, C1000TM

A-Series Ceiling Lifts
The A-Series Ceiling lifts from Vancare represent the next generation in lifting and handling 
technology. The A-Series lifts are o�ered  for maximum loads of 450 lbs. and 625 lbs., named 
respectively the A-450 and A-625.  The A-series features a user friendly handset for easy and 

comprehensive operation providing real time information on its display for its 3 modes of 
operation: control, weighing and diagnostic.

 In addition to the new enhanced controls, the A-Series Ceiling Lifts o�er a variety of other 
features including a new trolley design that reduces turnaround time for service,  a 15 

degree motor tilt to help facilitate repositioning during lifting and transferring activities, 
optional WiFi for ease access of STATS and diagnostics information, antimicrobial strap with 

wear indicators, emergency down, emergency stop to name a few of them.
 With four power/charging options, including return to charge, continuous charge, 

the new On-Cable charging feature, and  external handset wall cradle, this lift can be 
used in a variety of settings.

C-Series Ceiling Lifts
The Vancare C300/C450/C625 and C1000 �xed motor ceiling lift system delivers world class 

style, function and a�ordability. The C450/C625 and C1000 have been designed with a full set 
of standard features and can be safely operated by a single caregiver. Built for quiet opera-
tion, it provides a smooth and e�ortless transfer which safely enhances the working condi-
tions of caregivers. The C300 lifts up to 300 lbs. C450 lifts up to 450 lbs. The C625 lifts up to 
625 lbs. The C1000 lifts up to 1000Lbs. Lift counter, PM alarm, hours of use are just some of 

the standard features we o�er in the C series ceiling lifts.
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P-Series Ceiling Lifts
The VANCARE P-300 Portable Ceiling Lift with it's 300 lbs. capacity and lightweight design

(6.7 lbs.) as the lightest portable ceiling lift on the market, this device can be easily relocated
to multiple rooms with little e�ort from the caregiver. At 10.5 lbs the P-440 is easy to hand 

and move from room to room. Use with standard 2-point foldout hooks or attach 4-point 
bars. Onboard controls include up and down buttons as well as an emergency down button. A 

pneumatic two button hand control enables up and down functions without the risk of 
electrical wiring. Saftey mechanisms include an over-speed governor, built-in safety limits, 

slack strap sensor and emergency lowering. The P-440/600 o�ers a comfortable built-in 
ergonomic handle, allowing the caregiver to carry and transport with ease.

The P-600 is equipped with a digital display, that o�ers real-time feedback on battery life
and the total number of lifts performed. 




